Microgrid is one practical infrastructure to integrate Distributed Generations (DGs) and local loads. Its optimal operating strategy has aroused great attention in recent years. This paper mainly focuses on the multi-objective optimization of DGs in microgrid by using self-adaptive genetic algorithm (GA) and fuzzy decision. Five objective functions are taken into account comprising voltage offset, transmission loss, construction cost, purchase cost and the environmental cost. In the algorithm, selfadaptation in population size, mutation probability, selection and standardization of objective functions is developed to enhance the speed and efficiency of the algorithm. Moreover, fuzzy decision is applied to determine the final solution. Simulation results show this algorithm can effectively find the optimal solution and improve the real-time control of microgrid, which implies the possibility of potential applications in microgrid energy management system.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of microgrid (MG) and distributed generation (DG), making full use of DGs has become anindispensable issue in MG. The utilization of DGs have led to many benefits such as reduction in line loss, improvement in voltage profile, enhancement in power quality and reinforcement in system reliability and security [1] .
Economic benefits could also be seen in deferred investments for upgrades of facilities, reduced O&M costs of some DG technologies, enhanced productivity, reduced health care costs due to improved environment, reduced fuel costs due to increased overall efficiency, reduced reserve requirements and the associated costs and lower operating costs due to peak shaving. Moreover, environmental benefits include reduced emissions of pollutants and encouragement to renewable energy based generation [2] .
There lie many difficulties in the development of DG, one of which is the coordination of every DG unit. With the propose of multi-agent system (MAS) [3] and energy management system (EMS) [4] , it has been a promising method to solve the coordination problem by applying advanced real-time data acquisition system to recognize the system state and optimize system parameters according to its state.
Many works have been done to study the optimization of DG units from many aspects. Paper [4] pointed out that intelligent data analysis and optimal dispatch are developing requirements of energy management of MG. In paper [5] , optimization of DGs' market profits was solved based on GA. In paper [6] , operating cost was targeted and linear programming was used to optimize the distributed system consisting of wind farm, battery and photovoltaic (PV). Final results proved the great significance of the battery life and generated power. Paper [7] adopted GA to minimize line loss of IEEE-30 bus standard testing system.
The afore-mentioned papers only focus on single objective optimization of distributed system, while there exist trade-offs among different optimization targets in most cases. In paper [8] , comprehensive consideration of system capacity, voltage level, line loss, and generation cost is taken into the optimal dispatch of the system comprising distributed sources. A self-adaptive algorithm is proposed to solve the optimization problem. However, it only considered the power dispatch of loads and the number of generation nodes in the simulation system was too small. Furthermore, some re-searchers have presented the optimization problem of DGs' locations and sizes [9 -20] . In paper [9] , the proposed algorithm can not only deal with more than one DG's allocation but also handle the situation considering discrete load models. Paper [10] focused on the important task of finding the optimal site and sizing of distributed generation units for a given distribution network based on genetic algorithm and optimal power flow calculations. In paper [11] , a comparative study of a new proposed Rank Evolutionary Particle Swarm Optimization (REPSO) method with Evolutionary Particle Swarm Optimization (EPSO) and Traditional Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is performed in optimal sizing of DG. In paper [12] , a novel optimization problem was proposed to determine the maximum distributed generation penetration level by optimally selecting types, locations and sizes of utility containing DG units. The DG penetration level was considered to be limited by harmonic distortion and protection coordination constraints. Paper [20] provided an overview of several methodologies which has been adopted for finding out optimal locations of distributed generators in distribution system in order to maximize benefits.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of the optimization algorithms, which is invented to mimic some of the processes observed innatural evolution [2, 21] . GA is stochastic search techniques based on the mechanism of natural selection and natural genetics. There are three major advantages to apply GA to optimization problems [22] . One is that GA does not have much mathematical requirements about the optimization problems. Second is that the evolution operators make GA effective at performing global search. Third is that GA provides a great flexibility to hybridize with domain dependent heuristics to make an efficient implementation for a specific problem.
Aiming at the real-time control of microgrid in a MAS or EMS, this paper addresses the optimization problem of DGs' active and reactive output power comprising different kind of renewable source based on self-adaptive genetic algorithm. Five objective functions are taken into account, line loss, voltage offset, operating cost, including environmental cost, construction cost and purchase cost. Meanwhile, fuzzy decision is used to select an appropriate solution from all the Pareto solutions. The tested example shows that the pro-posed algorithm can find an optimal solution according to the actual demand effectively and efficiently due to its self-adaptation. As a result, it can significantly improve the real-time control of MAS or EMS in microgrid.
MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Supposing that there are p objectives in an optimization problem, the functions of the problem can be generalized as following:
Here g(x) and h(x) are constraints of the problem. In most situations, if one objective reaches an optimal value, another onemay move away from the optimal value. In other words, it is difficult for all objectives to get to the optimal value at the same time. Nevertheless, there exist some solutions referred as Pareto solution that no objective value can get better while the other objective values would not get worse. Pareto solution represents a stable condition for all variables; hence it is widely used as optimal solution in multi-objective optimization problems.
In this paper, we focus on the optimization problem of microgrid comprising a set of DGs, which includes line loss, voltage offset, construction cost, purchase cost and environmental cost in objective function. Supposed that the main grid mainly uses fossil fuels and the microgrid uses renewable energy, the purchase cost could be regarded as the cost of buy power from the main grid to the microgrid.
Because the network reconfiguration is not considered here and the load and line parameters are already known, the power generated by DGs could be calculated. Subsequently, Newton-Raphson Power Flow Algorithm can be applied to estimate bus voltages and line losses. Suppose that number i line's line loss is Ploss i , the total line loss could be
calculated as following:
As to bus voltage offsets, if they are set as constraints, the number of constraints will explode greatly, resulting in deteriorated algorithm performance and decrease of algorithm convergence speed. The only way to solve the problem is to expand the population and adopt many penalty functions in risk of sacrificing the dominating status of objective functions. However, since there are many flexible voltage-regulation methods, single bus voltage should not be stickled in the algorithm of real-time control in micro-grid. More attention should be paid to the performance of algorithm on a whole. In this paper, the voltage offset is taken as one of the objective functions, accompanying with a penalty function. Supposing the number i bus voltage is (p.u.) U i , the voltage offset is denoted as |U i -1|. Assuming that the allowed voltage ranges from 90%-110%, the constraint scan be expressed as |U i -1| ≤ 0.1. In order to apply the constraints in GA, the voltage offset function is designed as following:
On the whole, the function is the standard deviation of all bus voltages, taking 1 for the average value. In eq. (3), is the left rounding operation for the expression in the square bracket,thus the exceeding part will be ten times than the original, penalizing the objective value to a larger number. In order to obtain a better effect of penalty, 5% voltage offset is used in practice.
As mentioned before, the purchase cost is generated by buying power from the main grid. If the microgrid is operating in islanded condition, the massive capacity battery can be regarded as the main grid. The balance bus power, which represents the power needed to buy from the main grid could be calculated from Newton-Raphson Power Flow Method, supposed as P in .
The distributed sources discussed in this paper include micro gas turbine, fuel cell, wind power, and solar energy. Their construction and purchase cost is shown in Table 1 . Most renewable energy has a characteristic of high construction cost, low maintenance and operating cost, zero fuel cost [23] . Its construction cost can be evaluated simply and effectively by eq. (4) [24] :
where r is fixed interest rate, n is lifetime of apparatus (generally ten years), Cinv is construction cost, k represents average capacity coefficient, COM is the electric cost, Cf is fuel cost considered as zero because none fossil fuel is used in distributed sources.
Thus, the total construction cost could be estimated by eq. (5) where α i represents the capacity percentage of distributed resource i.
(5)
Environment cost is denoted as eq. (6) [25] , where NP is the kind of pollutant, V ej is the environment value per unit
 of pollutantj, Q j is the amount of pollutantj, V j is the penalty of per unit pollutantthat could be found in related references.
(6)
In summary, eqs. (2,3,5,6) and balanced bus power make up the objective functions in this paper, shown as eq. (7):
SELF-ADPATIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM
GA is one of the most successful intelligent algorithms. It mainly consists of chromosome coding, producing initial population, getting the fitness function value, gene operation, choosing next generation and termination of the algorithm. In order to enlarge the generation for inheriting, it is useful to do genetic operations before choosing. Because the objective functions are continuous, there are countless Pareto solutions actually. In practice, in order to accommodate more Pareto solutions, the scale of every generation is changing during the algorithm.
Suppose that the initial population is NP. The chromosome is made up of the kind of distributed sources and the generated active and reactive power, coding in real matrix. Considering a 7-bus system, 1, 2, 3 are the DG buses, the chromosome of them are coded as Table 2 . Table 2 . Matrix coding of chromosome. Gene manipulation contains crossover and mutation. Theyrandomly set two sites for cut and both the two obtained new chromosomes are transferred to next generation. In addition, in order to make an effective cut, the cutting site must appear between non-zero elements. The mutation is realized by a disturbance of active and reactive power. The probability of crossover is set as 95%, while that of mutation is 10%. In fact, the probability of mutation represents the ability of global searching. So the probability can be adjusted during the procedure according to iteration times to accelerate convergence rate and realize self-adaptation to some extent. The next generation is legal and need not to be regulated, consist of new NP chromosomes.
For fitness function, it is needed to scaling the objective function. Dynamic linear scaling is used in this paper in eq. (8) as following:
where f(x) is the objective function, f max is maximum value of the objective function, η k is a small number to increase the inheriting probability of the worst chromosome, and thus diversify the genes in the next generation. η k decreaseswhen iteration time k increases, resulting in the acceleration of the convergence rate gradually.
The selection strategy could be divided into two stages, one is to get the Pareto solutions, and second is to generate other chromosomes by proportional selection. The way to get the Pareto solutions refers to NSGA-II [26] . Suppose there are NP i chromosomes in generation i, set one global saver for Pareto solutions. At beginning, put one solution into this saver, then compare the rest solutions with the one in saver, if the one outside one is inferior to the inside one, ignore the outside one; otherwise, if the outside one is superior to the inside one, delete the inside one and put the outside one into the saver; if the outside one is a non-inferior solution, put it into the saverand keep the inside one.
Ultimately, the solutions in the saver will be non-inferior than any other one. Suppose that we get p Pareto solutions in the above procedure, all of them will be inherited to the next generation. It is needed to select other N × p chromosomes to be inherited, where k represents the iteration time to vary population size. The selection method is shown here. Firstly, normalize the fitness function f i , then suppose the weight coefficient as π i , thus the multi-objective problem will be simplified as a single-objective problem, denoted as eq. (9):
where and k i represents a random number between 0 and 1.
According to eq. (9), it is suitable to use proportional selection to get the other k × p generation. The probability to be selected of every chromosome is proportional to its fitness value. Because there is possibility that the fitness value of every chromosome could be very close, thus it is difficult to obtain good genes. However, some mathematical operations can be done to adjust the pressure to select. At the beginning of the algorithm, the fitness values should be close enough to generate a more various population, while in the end, the fitness value should differ a lot to accelerate the convergence rate.
The flow chart of self-adaptive GA in this paper is shown in Fig. (1) . The triangle membership function is adopted here to do fuzzy description as shown in Fig. (2) . So we can get the appropriate solution effectively. Fig. (2) . Triangle membership function.
ANALYSIS OF EXAMPLE
This paper tests the algorithm on IEEE-38 bus standard system. The number 30 and 32-38 buses are supposed to install distributed sources. The initial population is 200, iteration times are 30. In the end, about 2000-3000 Pareto solutions could be found in the global Pareto saver. Since there are five kinds of description of 5 objective functions, there are at most different Pareto solutions. But on the other hand, Pareto solutions are not inferior to others, so there are just little inferior solutions. In a word, the solutions we get involve all the possible solutions on the whole. Fig. (3) shows the histogram of solutions of every objective function. From this figure, we can see that most solutions have a relatively small objective value, revealing that the algorithm can find optimal solutions effectively.
A more observable distribution of Pareto solutions is shown in Fig. (4) and Fig. (5) , in which we can see that most solutions appear near a smaller objective value.
In the final decision, supposing the fuzzy descriptions of voltage offset, line loss, power from main grid and construction cost are very important, description of operating cost are important, we finally get two solutions. One of them is listed in Table 3 , where 1 represents micro gas turbine, 2 represents fuel cell, 3 represents wind power, 4 represents solar energy. From Table 3 , we can see that, since the construction cost is described as very important, the solution does not contain the solar energy because of its high cost as shown in Table 1 . When all the DGs' active and reactive outputs are as shown in Table 3 , the average bus voltage is 1.0696. Only two of the bus nodes' voltage are 1.101 which exceeds the limit of voltage while others are all in the allowable range. The total line loss is 0.548, while is just 1.02% of the generated active power. The power from main grid is -1.8689, suggesting the microgrid is transmitting power to the main grid. From the above, we can see that the microgrid performs efficiently and realizes our original purpose.
In order to make a further analysis, two-objective optimization, line loss and voltage offset, is also tested. The parameters are just the same with the former example. When the algorithm finishes, there are 39 Pareto solutions in all which is largely reduced compared to five-objective optimization. The histogram of these solutions relating to objective values is shown in Fig. (6) . From the figure, most solutions have a relatively small objective value as expected.
Distribution of solutions coordinated with the two objectives is shown in Fig. (7) . It can be seen that dots in Fig. (7) is similar to the lower part of Fig. (5a) , with a smaller objective value. In the final decision, when the description of voltage is very important while the otheris important, we get two different solutions, one of them shown in Table 4 . When all DGs' active and reactive outputs are set as in Table 4 , the voltage offset is 1.016 on average and all the bus voltages are in the allowable range. The largest deviation is 1.0499, nearly half of the allowed voltage offset range. The line loss is 0.7975, account for 1.42% of the total active power. It is slightly bigger than that of five-objective optimization because the description of line loss is different, while the voltage offset is much smaller because twoobjective optimization will surely get a better result compared with five-objective problem. Fig. (4) . Three-dimension distribution of pareto solutions based on different objectives. In addition, in the fuzzy decision of two-objective optimization, there are nearly 5-10 different solutions, which is difficult to choose. To determine how to choose the optimal solution, there are two ways can be considered. One is that we can make more detailed descriptions in fuzzy decision, so the interval of fuzzy description will narrow down and resulting in fewer solutions. The other is to introduce niche genetic algorithm to evenly distribute Pareto solutions. Of course, the second method will slow down the algorithm's speed. In large system, the first method is recommended. In conclusion, we can see that the algorithm can generate appropriate solutions efficiently.
The proposed Self-adaptive GA is compared with PSO algorithm in terms of optimization results, as shown in Table  5 . It can be concluded that the proposed self-adaptive GA is better than PSO for the reduction of power loss and voltage improvement. The initial iterations of both algorithms are set to be 100, and both of them converge in about 50-60 iterations. With the nearly equivalent convergence speed, the proposed GA can achieve a better optimized solution which verifies its performance. . (7) . Two-dimension distribution of pareto solutions based on different objectives of two-objective optimization. 
CONCLUSION
This paper mainly discusses the optimal operating strategy of DGsin microgrid. Five-objective functions are established and self-adaptive GA and fuzzy decision are applied to solve the optimization problem. Considering selfadaptive mechanisms, our proposed GA algorithm significantly improve the speed and effects of optimization. The calculation results indicate that this algorithm can find an appropriate solution for DGs' power quickly and effectively with a tremendous progress in line loss, voltage offset and costs both, which are highly appreciated in real-time control system such as EMS and MAS.
In future work, network reconfiguration will be considered in real-time control and optimization. Also, more kinds of DG will be taken into account such as large capacity battery with both load and generator modes. A further study of parameters of the algorithm will be made to improve the performance and convergence rate, especially to avoid solutions with same fuzzy descriptions. Moreover, as to objectives, transmission balance will be added and against the problem of exceeding voltage, some reactive power optimization algorithm will beapplied to work coordinately with GA so as to improve the microgrid's performance on the whole.
